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CRYSTAL STRUCTURE



Why Study Solid State



Ideal Crystal

 An ideal crystal is a periodic array of  structural units, 

such as atoms or molecules.  

 It can be constructed by the infinite repetition of these 

identical structural units in space.

 Structure can be described in terms of a lattice, with 

a group of atoms attached to each lattice point.  The 

group of atoms is the basis.



Bravais Lattice

 An infinite array of discrete points with an 
arrangement and orientation that appears exactly 
the same, from any of the points the array is 
viewed from.

 A three dimensional Bravais lattice consists of all 
points with position vectors R that can be written as 
a linear combination of primitive vectors.  The 
expansion coefficients must be integers.



Crystal lattice: Proteins



Crystal Structure



Honeycomb: NOT Bravais



Honeycomb net: Bravais lattice with two 

point basis



Crystal structure: basis



Translation Vector T



Translation(a1,a2), Nontranslation

Vectors(a1’’’,a2’’’)



Primitive Unit Cell

 A primitive cell or primitive unit cell is a volume of 

space that when translated through all the vectors in 

a Bravais lattice just fills all of space without either 

overlapping itself or leaving voids.  

 A primitive cell must contain precisely one lattice 

point.





Fundamental Types of Lattices

 Crystal lattices can be mapped into themselves by 
the lattice translations T and by various other 
symmetry operations.

 A typical symmetry operation is that of rotation 
about an axis that passes through a lattice point.  
Allowed rotations of : 2 π, 2π/2, 2π/3,2π/4, 2π/6

 (Note: lattices do not have rotation axes for 1/5, 
1/7 …) times 2π



Five fold axis of symmetry cannot exist



Two Dimensional Lattices

 There is an unlimited number of possible lattices, 

since there is no restriction on the lengths of the 

lattice translation vectors or on the angle between 

them.  An oblique lattice has arbitrary a1 and a2

and is invariant only under rotation of π and 2 π
about any lattice point.



Oblique lattice: invariant only under 

rotation of pi and 2 pi



Two Dimensional Lattices



Three Dimensional Lattice Types



Wigner-Seitz Primitive Cell: Full symmetry 

of Bravais Lattice



Conventional Cells



Cubic space lattices



Cubic lattices



BCC Structure



BCC Crystal



BCC Lattice



Primitive vectors BCC



Elements with BCC Structure



Summary: Bravais Lattices (Nets) in Two 

Dimensions



Thank you


